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Abstract: Capital market took positive effect from the loan targets design and after the time this law be performed, 
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Introduction: 

These expectations was negative before loan 
targets design and have negative effect on growing 
bourse indexes, but after adjusting law the 
expectations became positive with changes on money 
market sand capital adjustment. 

Adjusting prefer prices ,compensating 
damages from the conditional prices , companies 
innovations , free helps , easy availability to bank 
resources, adjusting  design, using risk of 
management from bourse offers for the positive 
effect of this law on shares and deleting the negative 
effects of it. 

The law itself has constructive effect on 
bourse because it increases shares demands. 
With true adjustment of this law , in the condition 
that people cannot buy with real price  , capitalism 
increase valuable papers bourse. 

If the excess of loan received capitalized 
toward bourse valuable papers , it cause more 
progress. 
Some economy sources believe with adjustment of 
this law , shares will increase bourse valuable papers 
which cause the growing of economy . 
In any way bourse . is the clearest way for 
discovering the real prices and the development of it 
as an indexes for developing economy in two last 
century.  
      The main approach of bourse is conferencing 
supply and demands of goods and duties inside and 
outside of international economy in order to produce 
and consumer goods both producers and consumers 
with making similarities their tact and motivations. 
If the management of goods and money in Iran 
become more regular, loan targets design can be good 
for developing bourse. 

If with loan targets design , the prices 
become more real , the development of bourse will be 
better. 

With loan targets design structures of 
production will change , it will be benefit for market. 
In any way we should try to make loan targets design 
benefit for market. 
 
Keys for Success 

Bourse of Tehran is a guidance for capital 
market of country in recent year that have good 
benefit for the economy of Iran and the result of it is 
that besides bourse stagnation it increase in more 
than 1900 measure and decreasing the value of 
market to93 milliard dollars. 
The peak success of bourse of country continue to its 
activity besides falling the value of bourse in area and 
world 

This year bourse of country accompany with 
loan targets design. 

Moreover bourse of Iran have high rank in 
world and besides the value of bourse especially in 
east and west miss more part of its value and a lot of 
money could not control its downfall  , bourse of Iran 
was good with loan targets design and changes 
indexes in this market is trustable. 

But the portion of capital market to 
international gross  productions is 5 percent , 
however for other bourses is 15 percent, and we hope 
it will become to 10 percent from international gross 
production after 5 program. 

Undoubtedly loan targets design cause 
bourse better. 

We should try to increase the positive point 
of this design and decrease the negative point of it. 

Now we can conclude that in capital market 
of country have been without blebby shares and if 
price becoming twice is the least of it during one year 
and growing shares value is not like some other 
countries that its value increase in short time. Yet no 
one of the prices of shares in big companies reaches 
to low price. 
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When the value of share become one part of 
fourth of the asset there is no reason for decreasing 
the price of share and now similar share of companies 
in international bourse buying and selling with multi 
price of Iran. 

Most of these success is for discovering the 
real price of bourse could be trustable, and  
fortunately leaning to increase clearly in capital 
market grow every day. 

Responsibilities offers bourse valuable 
papers with emphasize on loan targets design cause 
to make bourse clear, they say increasing capital 
market in the portion of economy financial, laws and 
effective approach help to the health of market, 
considering the due of shares , vesting market with 
technical knowledge and developing  share culture in 
whole of the country , answering in cooperation and 
developing mental assets and human capitals of 
bourse enhance share market. 

Companies that their productions compete 
inside and outside of the country will take positive 
effect in long  time , and in short time  energy 
companies will face with increasing price 

With prediction of government and 
presenting facilities , there is no fear , especially with 
adjusting loan targets design at the same time , 
Universal prices and prices of main irons have been 
increased. 

Increasing bourse indexes is the result of 
different effects , wherever some effects is positive 
and some is negative. 
So from last year active shares have special look to 
loan targets design , this important and economic 
program. 

Groups of capitalists pay attention to this  
problem , because with freeing the price of energy 
the benefits of all productive companies will decrease 
because of decreasing prices and finally it causes 
shares of each company  fall down, but we should not 
be too optimistic about loan targets design , but 
government should increase demand for buying from 
market and goods should not decrease prerequisites 
for loan targets in bourse. 

Banks in financial providing  preference 
bourse companies regarding to high clear , low risk 
and even take low profit from them . 
In development countries each company which has 
not share cannot provide big financial. 
Demanding for capital market should be enhanced. 
Banks , insurances , capital companies related to 
them , general institutes can guide resources  toward 
capital market. 

Regarding to the point that markets are 
related so freeing in goods market and markets 
provide economy first resources , incomplete freeing 
in economy cause interfering in dedicating profit 
capital. 

So it is better this freeing would be done in 
all markets especially money and currency. 
Presenting foreign capitalists in country can be 
enhanced demands of capital market. 

Government can present limited insurance in 
front of probable blob. 

If apart of cash loan guide  to  capital market 
, loan targets design causes growing indexes and 
suitable outcome of capital. Conditions should be 
provided develop cash , so suitable financial 
instrument should be designed and presented so these 
people should be acted simply for bourse. In this case 
loan targets design and capital market could be 
enhanced. 
 
Conclusion: 

Positive effect of loan targets design depend 
on the economy condition of country , circumstance 
and time of adjusting the changes of design , loan 
targets design and effects of it , also regarding to 
changeable price of currency is effect on market , 
central bank should present its politics to active 
economist which postpone it after adjusting change.    
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